Relevance. The problem of complex assessment of possible boundaries of nuclear damage in military character emergency situations is considered. The aim of the work is to determine the "necessary and sufficient" parameters of a nuclear explosion and to assess their contribution to identification problems of nuclear foci, identify their features and boundaries, assess the doses of gamma-neutron exposure of the population, and effectively distribute forces and facilities for actions in nuclear foci. Method. In order to correctly assess the situation in the nuclear foci and plan the necessary measures, it was evaluated the contribution of the output "necessary and sufficient" parameters for detecting a nuclear explosion of different power, shape and type of ammunition according to the measurability criteria using the hierarchy analysis method of T. Saati adapted for the problems under consideration. The advantage of using the hierarchy analysis method for complex assessment of possible nuclear foci in military character emergency situations is the possibility of finding the weight coefficients of each element of a complex hierarchical system, taking into account their interrelationships and mutual influence through pairwise expert comparisons. The received weights (priorities) on levels of hierarchy allow to define the contribution of elements of the bottom level on achievement of the purpose which is formulated on the top level. The process of assessing boundaries of nuclear damage is proposed in the form of three tasks according to the criteria: type of nuclear explosion, TNT equivalent and type of ammunition, which represent a complex expert-analytical assessment of the damaging factors of a nuclear explosion. Results. The paper presents the results of expert-analytical assessment of possible boundaries of nuclear damage in emergency situations of a military nature in the context of uncertainty of the initial information in the detection of nuclear explosions. Conclusions. The need to take into account the spectrum of neutron radiation in the prediction of nuclear foci is confirmed as "sufficient" information with the aim of making adequate and effective predictions of nuclear foci. It is determined that when assessing nuclear foci, both on the basis of the type of nuclear explosion, its power, and the shape of nuclear munition, it is better to predict and manifest (identify) the source of radiation-mechanical damage. When a combined radiation damage and radiation damage is detected in a "pure" form, the best criterion is based on the type of nuclear munition. K e ywor d s : boundaries of nuclear damage; the damaging factors of a nuclear explosion; hierarchy analysis method; an expert-analytical assessment. NOMENCLATURE q nuclear explosion power in TNT equivalent; H height of the explosion.
Introduction
In the conditions of increasing danger of the nuclear weapons use, in emergency situations of a military nature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , the questions of prompt and reliable current situation assessment, the identification of features and boundaries of nuclear damage (BND) remain relevant [6] [7] [8] . In the literature, depending on the dominance of this or that detrimental factors of a nuclear explosion (NE), foci can be defined: with predominantly radiation-mechanical damage (RMD); radiation-thermal damage (RTD); with combined radiation damage (CRD); with radiation damage (RD) in a «pure» form [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The last two boundaries are typical for tactical nuclear ammunitions (NA) -small and ultra-small-capacity ammunition, as well as neutron munitions, identification and assessment of the situation after application of which causes significant difficulties.
Problem statement
Uncertainty in the identification and assessment of the situation through forecasting is largely due to the information lack on the NE parameters. Existing methods use the trotyl equivalent q, kt of the NA, which determines the power of the NE, as well as the coordinates of the NE point, including the explosion height of the monition H, m. These parameters are sufficient to classify the NE type, but not in all cases it is «necessary and sufficient» to characterize the nuclear damage parameters [14, 15] . The additional information presence on the spectral composition of the neutron radiation of penetrating radiation NE is reasonable to consider sufficient for the correct assessment of the specifics of possible damage and further consequences forecasting in the current situation.
Review of literature
It was shown earlier [6, 7] that the information lack on the spectral composition of the NE penetrating radiation determining the NA type at specified distances from the epicenter leads to unacceptable errors in estimating the doses of gamma-neutron exposure of the population, and as a result leads to inefficient distribution forces and means for actions in the BND.
Thus, there arises a hypothesis that the generalized multicriterial BND estimation should be carried out in the NE type, in the power of NE and in the NA type. Therefore, as the necessary information, it is expedient to consider the altitude or coordinates of the NE, the trotyl equivalent of the NA, and to consider as sufficient additional information of NE neutron radiation spectrum. To what extent the neutron radiation spectrum could be considered as «sufficient» information for qualitative BND assessment is the currently open question. To test this assumption, it is necessary to construct hierarchical structures of expert-analytical forecasting of the situations development in the presence of this necessary and sufficient initial information.
The attempt to evaluate the contribution of the socalled «necessary and sufficient» BND parameters by applying the T. Saati hierarchical analysis method (MHA) has been provided [16, 17] . The method adapted for the issues under consideration in terms of the modified verbal interpretation of the scale values of pair wise comparisons [18] . The aim is to specify the "necessary and sufficient" parameters of nuclear explosion and to assess their contribution to identification tasks of nuclear damage foci, to identify their features and boundaries, to assess the gamma-neutron exposure doses of the population, and effectively distribute forces and facilities for actions in nuclear foci.
Materials and methods
The essence of the MHA implementation is follow. Firstly, for the decomposition of the tasks stages of estimating the BND in the form of hierarchy subcriteria consisting, criteria, factors and alternatives to the consequences with the displayed links between the individual elements. Secondly, for construction of matrices of elements paired comparisons on the basis of expert judgments. Thirdly, for calculating the priorities and importance of the elements, with further expert judgments processing, the results of which determine the generalized weighted relative degree of interaction or interdependence of hierarchy all elements, which is expressed in a standardized numerical form in the form of global priorities. With such treatment,, the analytical approach of constructing the events tree and consequences with expert procedures of pairwise comparisons of the elements importance is combined, using algebraic matrix theory, and allows to consider the situation integrally «from top to bottom» and «from bottom to top», while including all available elements data, and to evaluate their weight contributions to the decision, that is, to find solutions in conditions of multicriterion.
Pairwise comparisons were carried out on the unified scale (Table 1) 
Experiments
In view of the apparent complexity of the generalized expert-analytical assessment of the NE damaging factors (DF), that is, from the NA type, from the NE form and power, the paper presents three separate decompositions of these problems in the hierarchies form: based on the NE type ( Fig. 1 ) based on the NE power classification (Fig. 2) ; based on the NA type ( Fig. 3) .
For the hierarchies description, we introduce the notation: CV -criterion for the variability of the NE parameters; TNE is the NE type; TNA is the NA type; TE -trotyl equivalent (NE power). There is the goal at the first level of such hierarchy ( Fig. 1-3) : the comprehensive assessment BND. At the second level, the radiation monitoring system subcriteria are placed -the criteria for the environment state measuring (CV-1-CV-3), which, in fact, characterize the NE parameters: the power, the explosion height, and the spectral characteristics of neutron radiation, respectively. At the third level there are complex criteria in the form of NE classification:
-by the explosion type ( Fig. 1 ) above-water burst (TNE-1); surface burst (TNE-2); low-air burst (TNE-3); high-air burst (TNE-4); high-altitude burst (TNE-5), reflecting the specifics of the DF formation in space;
-for the NE trotyl equivalent (Fig. 2) , an ultrasmall (TE-1); small (TE-2); average (TE-3); large (TE-4); super-large (TE-5), reflecting the boundaries of the destructive NE effect;
-by the NA type ( Fig. 3 ) neutron (TNA-1); thermonuclear (TNA-2); Atomic (TNA-3), reflecting the priority of one or another of the DFaNE.
At the fourth level are the NE damaging factors: thermal radiation (DF-1); shock wave (DF-2); seismic wave in the ground (DF-3); nuclear radiation (DF-4); induced activity (DF-5); radioactive contamination (DF-6), forming complex factors of impacts. At the fifth level, possible alternatives are presented -BND forecast: radiation-thermal damage (BND-1); radiationmechanical damage (BND-2); combined radiation damage (BND-3); radiation damage «in its pure form» (BND-4).
The important part of the the expert-analytical solution procedure is the formation of a table of questions assigned to experts for evaluating the elements in each of these hierarchies. The adequacy of the results often depends on the experts correct verbal motivation when constructing the matrices of pairwise comparisons, as an example, (Table 2 ), in which the serial number of the matrix level corresponds to the link presence with the top-level element.
In the paper, for the matrices judgments calculation, we used our own MHA priorities calculation program that takes into account the consistency and compatibility of the estimates, which are necessary conditions for the T. Saati MHA correct application. 
2.3
From the point of view of determining the neutron radiation spectrum, which of the NE types will be unambiguously characterized?
3.1 Which of DF for the above-water burst (TNE-1) will be decisive or dominant?
3.2
Which of DF for terrestrial surface burst (TNE-2) will be decisive or dominant?
3.3
Which of DF for low-air burst (TNE-3) will be decisive or dominant?
3.4 Which of DF for high-air burst (TNE-4) will be decisive or dominant?
3.5
Which of DF for high-altitude burst (TNE-5) will be decisive or dominant?
4.1
Which of BND will dominate the thermal radiation (DF-1)?
4.2
Which of BND will dominate the shock wave DF-2?
4.3
Which of BND will dominate the seismic wave in the ground (DF-3)?
4.4
Which of BND will dominate the nuclear radiation (DF-4)?
4.5
Which of BND will dominate the induced activity (DF-5)?
4.6
Which of BND will dominate the radioactive contamination (DF-6)?
Outcomes and discussion
As a result of expert evaluations, for the hierarchies presented in Fig. 1-3 we obtained the corresponding values of general consistency:
for the NE type -0,048; for TE -0,044; for the NA type -0,047, which indicates MHA correct application.
The analysis of the constructed hierarchies made it possible to establish that, in the presence of necessary and sufficient information, the BND forecasting during radiation monitoring can occur: -NE identification by the TNE criterion with the following priority:
1 -TNE-3 (42,4%); 2 -TNE-5 (24,9%); 3 -TNE-4 (21,3%); 4 -TNE-2 (7,7%); 5 -TNE-1 (3,7%); -NE identification by the TNA criterion with the following priority: 1 -TNA-2 (36,6%); 2 -TNA-3 (29,9%); 3 -TNA-1 -1 (33,5%); -NE identification by the TE criterion with the following priority: 1 -TE-5 (38,6%); 2 -TE-1 (24,6%); 3 -TE-2 (15,2%); 4 -TE-3 (12,4%); 5 -TE-1 (9,2%). -DF evaluation of the NE in the presence of information on the TNE:
1 -DF-4 (50,3%); 2 -DF-1 (15,15%); 3 -PF-2 (14,85%); 4 -PF-5 (11,5%); 5 -PF-6 (4,85%); 6 -PF-3 (3.35%); -DF evaluation of the NE in the presence of information on the TNA: 1 -DF-2 (34,22%); 2 -DF-4 (22,45%); 3 -DF-1 (19,75%); 4 -DF-5 (10,5%); 5 -DF-6 (9,3%); 6 -DF-3 (3.8%). -DF evaluation of the NE in the presence of information on the TE: 1 -DF-2 (28%); 2 -DF-6 (23,2%); 3 -DF-4 (22,79%); 4 -DF-3 (9,7%); 5 -DF-5 (8.3%); 6 -DF-1 (8%); -BND evaluation in the information presence on the TNE and on the DF of NE: 1 -BND-2 (43,1%); 2 -BND-1 (37,3%); 3 -BND-3 (14,4%); 4 -BND-4 (5,2%); -BND evaluation in the information presence on the TNA and on the DF of NE: 1 -BND-2 (47,1%); 2 -BND-1 (29,8%); 3 -BND-3 (17,4%); 4 -BND-4 (5,7%); -BND evaluation in the information presence on the TE and on the DF of NE: 1 -BND-2 (55,2%); 2 -BND-1 (24,6%); 3 -BND-3 (15,8%); 4 -BND-4 (4,4%). The evaluation outcomes of the contribution of the NE initial «necessary and sufficient» parameters of different power, TNE and TNA make it possible, under the uncertainty of the initial information, to correctly assess the emergent situations in BND in the radiation monitoring framework of military emergencies.
Conclusions
1. The subcriteria variability importance for all hierarchies considered (see Fig. 1-3) indicates the priority of CV-3 (67,15%), CV-1 (26,55%), CV-2 (6,3% ). This fact points to the obvious need to take into account the neutron radiation spectrum in forecasting the nuclear damage boundaries. As sufficient additional information for making adequate and effective nuclear damage boundaries forecasting, it is advisable to adopt the neutron radiation spectrum of the nuclear explosion.
2. The analysis carried out by experts shows that for assessing nuclear damage boundaries on both the basis of the nuclear explosion type, the nuclear explosion power, and the nuclear ammunition type, the radiation-mechanical damage (BND-2) source with the criteria weight contributions will be better predicted and identified respectively: for the nuclear explosion type (43,1%), for the trotyl equivalent (55,2%), for the nuclear ammunition type (47,1%).
3. From the point of view of identifying combined nuclear damage boundaries and radiation damage in the «pure» form, the criterion based on the nuclear ammunition type, respectively, for BND-3 (17,4%) and for BND-4 (5,7%) is the best. It is important to note that in assessing this situation, the power and height nuclear explosion specification could be considered necessary parameters, and the determination of the spectral characteristics of the neutron nuclear radiation is sufficient.
